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FORE WORD
This study was conducted for the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center and directed by
Contracting Officer's Representative (CUR), Mssrs. Reuben Taylor alid Gordon Rysavy.
Grumman Aerospace Corporation's study manager was Mr. John Mockovciak Jr.
This final report is presented in seven volumes as follows:
Volume 1 - Executive Summary
Volume 2 - Satellite and Services User Model
Volume 2A - Satellite and Services User Model - Appendix
Volume 3 - Service Equipment Requirements
r -	 Vol•ime 3A - Service Equipment Requirements - Appendix
'	 Volume 4 - Service Equipment Concepts
Volume 5 - Programmatics
This Appendix to Volume 3 - Service Equipment Requirements contains the func-
tional analyses of reference satellite missions (Appendix A), and level 1 on-orbit
}	 service mission scenarics (Appendix B) . The data presented was used to identify the
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Servicing equipment is required for satellite deployment, examination, retrieval
checkout, repair. maintenance, resupplying, reconfiguration, and earth return.
Five satellite missions have been analyzed in depth to identify service functions,
equipment, and related crew (satellite interfaces required to perform satellite
servicing. the following missions were analyzed:
• X-Ray Timing Explorer (XTE)
._	 • Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (LIARS)
• Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (..XAF)
• Earth Gravity Field Survey Mission (GRAVSAT)
i
• Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO) Retrieval.
Satellite services equipment for the five missions have been grouped into common
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SNUTILL I CRADU I PICK-UP POINTSOPERATIONAL LOCATION: 	 0181.0360
400 km, 28.5 1 inclination
MASS AT OPERATIONAL LOCATION: 1000 kg
AVERAGE OPERATIONAL POWER: 600 W
OBJECTIVES:
To perform X-ray astronomy timing studies not addressed by experiments
aboard the High Energy Astronomy Observatory ( HERO) and the Advanced X-Ray
Astrophysics Facility (AXAF).
:MISSION DESCRIPTION:
The spacecraft will be inserted into a 300 km circular orbit at 28 . 51 inclination
by the Space Shuttle and raised to and maintained at 400 km by its on-board
propulsion system. This orbit will minimize interference from the radiation belts,
,while permitting easy deployment and retrieval. Communications for this mission




A Large Area Proportional Counter (LAPC) and All-Sky MonitoL
Field Camera will be used.
SERVICE NEEDS:
DEPLOYMENT EXAMINATION RETRIEVAL. SUPPORT EARTH
RETURNC/O REPAIR MAINTENANCE RESUPPLY RECONFIGURATION
PLANNED POTENTIAL PLANNED I POTENTIAL POTENTIAL POTENTIAL POTENTIAL. PLANNED
R81-0181-001A(T)
REFERENCES:
• X-Ray Timing Explorer, GSFC, July 1980
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2.5 DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE EQUIPMENT
2.5.1 XTE Crew Service Equipment/Usage
Aft flight deck controls and displays are required to perform the following:
• Reposition service equipment in cargo bay for checkout, deployment,
retrieval, and servicing
• Orient XTE to release attitude and initiate release
• Initiate activation /deactivation of XTE power busses and subsystems*
• Deployment /folding of XTE appendages (solar arrays and TDRS antennas) *
• Initiate transfer of orbiter control alignment reference to XTE
• Initiate activation/deactivation of XTE command and data link*
• Initiate activation /deactivation and test of instruments*
• Initiate activation/deactivation and test of subsystems*
• Initiate XTE release signal
• Initiate active attitude control of XTE*
• Determine operational status after XTE deployment*
• TV display for MTV free flyer remote camera
• Install stabilization equipment for orbital stora-e (optional operation)
• Control MTV remote free flyer
• Control payload bay illumination.
Controls and displays requirements are dependent on resolution of:
• XTE operational verification, orbiter or POCC
• Use of remote free flyer (MTV) to perform inspection.
Control/display functions noted with an asterisk, (*), could be satellite-user con-
trolled from the ground via appropriate communication links provided for those
purposes, either through the Orbiter or through the satellite's communication
system .
A14
EMU usage is required during EVA for the following functions:
• Replacement of XTE subsystems and instruments
• Stowage of XTE subsystems and instruments
• Transport of subsystems and instruments
• Repair of deployable ,appendages.
r
2.5.2 XTE - Integration Requirements for Servicing
XTE INTEGRATION REQUIREMENTS ISSUES/RATIONALE
Structural interface attachment and release
mechanism to orbiter support fixture
Grapple fixture located accessible to RMS
grapple and mounted on firm satellite
structure
Electrical power, control and data
connection to orbiter support fixture
Internal provisions to allow external
control, test and status monitoring of
appendages, subsystems and
instruments
Non-RCS attitude hold during Orbiter
separation
Provisions for safing propulsion and
RCS system.	 This includes expending
residue fuel and pressurants during
revisits
Provisions for (contingency) external If appendage design is not compatible
means of folding appendages with auto retraction, external release
for folding is required.
Accept signals to permit transfer of
Orbiter alignment reference to XTE
Inhibit RCS operation during deployment
and Orbiter separation.	 Provide other







2.5.2 XTE - Integration Requirements for Servicing (Cont'd)
	
XTE INTEGR4, .'ION REQUIREMENTS	 ISSUES /RATIONALE
Provisions for orbital storage
- accept environment protection covers/
shrouds as applicable
- attachment for passive stabilization
Attachments for subsystem, propulsion
and instrument modules that permit
removal and reinstallation
2.5.3 XTE - Service Equipment Requirements
	
SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS	 ISSUES/RATIONALE/REMARKS
I
Provide structural attachment of XTE to
the Orbiter cargo bay. This support
fixture shall provide latches that allow
release and berthing of the XTE. It
shall permit deployment of appendages
and replacement of instruments, sub-
systems modules and propulsion	 :I
Provide electrical power, command and
data signal interface, as required, to the
XTE via the Orbiter support fixture
Provide means of command and data
transfer from the AFD to the support
fixture
Provide covers, :is necessary, to protect
the XTE from the space environment
during orbital storage
Provide passive stabilization equipment
to be attached to the XTE for orbital
storage
Provide tools, if required, to permit manual
deployment or storage of appendages
Provide an RMS snare to grapple the XTE
Provide means of holding & transporting
subsystem, propulsion > and instrument




SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS ISSUES /RATIONALE /REMARKS
Make provisions for stowing the new &
used modules in the cargo bay
Make provisions for stowing special tools
required for servicing XTE
Provide cargo bay lighting to permit
servicing operations during dark side
passes.	 This requires illumination of the
XTE external surfaces
Provide a remotely controlled TV camera,
space maneuverable and/or EVA maneu-
vering system for XTE remote examination.






3.0 REFERENCE SATELLITE: UPPER ATMOS-
PHERIC RESEARCH SATELLITE (OARS)
3.1 SPACECRAFT DESCRIPTION &	 4^ r
MISSION SEQUENCE




LAUNCH & TRANSFER VEHICLES: Orbiter
launched and MMS pre-111sion
OPERATIONAI. LOCATION: 500 km,
56 0 inclination
0181.0370
TOTAL MASS AT OPERATIONAL
LOCATION: 3500 kg
	 UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH SATELLITE	 `
AVERAGE OPERATIONAI. POWER: 10'x0 W
OBJECTIVES:
	 v
The initial mission of the Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite will be to study
the radiation, chemistry, and dynamics of the >>pper atmosphere at low, mid, and
,noderately high altitudes and the coupling hetween these properties in order to
determine the seasonal correlations. Interaction and coupling between atmospheric
regions and process will be emphasized on this mission.
MISSION DESCRIPTION:
The satellite will be placed in a 56 1 inclination orbit at an altitude of about
500 km, providing adequate geographic coverage for many of the scientific require-
ments. Processed scientific data will be transmitted to earth via TDRSS. The re-
trieval, reuse, and possible on-orbit refurbishment of the satellite will be accomplished
by the Shuttle in conjunction with the spacecraft's on-board propulsion system.
INSTRUMENTS:
UV spectrometer, Doppler interferometer, modulated gas cell radiometer, filter
radiometer, Nadir emi• -ion radiometer, emission radioni.-ater, osculation radiometer,
UV airglow emission
	
itrometer, 1.27 micrometer-emmision spectrometer, far IR









DEPLOYMENT EXAMINATION RETRIEVAL. I	 SUPPORT	 EAFTH
C /O REPAIR MAINTENANCE I RESUPPLY I RECONFIGUHATION	 AV RN
PLANNED	 POTENTIAL	 PLANNED PITENTIAI, POTENTIAL. POTEi:T1AL 	 POTENTIAL	 PL..%NNEL)
R8.'-0181-002A,T)
REFERENCES:
• Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite Technical Report, GSFC, Angust 1979






















































3.2 UARS MISSION OPERATIONS FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
LAUNCH &	 ORBITER	 UARS
ASCENT	 OPERATIONS	 CHECKOUT
UARS CARGO I OPENI













	 OARS SAFINGDEPLOY	 XFER	 ORBITAL XFERSPACE 	 FOR ORBITER(OPERA- 	 300 60O km	 OPERATIONS 	 ~ 300 km 	 RENDEZVOUSTIONAL)HTROL)(POCC CON- 	 0% YEARS)
	
(POCC CON- 	 (POCC CON-
 TROL)	 TROD EXAMINE	 RETRIEVALREMOTE
DEPLOY H SPACE 	 EXPEND RESI-
 STORAGE
	
ORBITER 	 DUE F EL &(NON-OP I	 (300 km)	 RENDEZVOUS 	 PRESSURANT
II	 ( CLOSE ISOLATION VALVESEARTHRETURN
ACTUATEPROPELLANTLINEGUILLOTINE
Fib. 32 UAR= +INwbe Opratim Fw w and Army*
A21
POSITION LIARSCHECKOUT	 TO ALLOWEXTENSION OFAPPENDAGES
EXTEND	 EXTEND MIC.30-TDRS	 WAVE LIMBANTENNA	 SCANNING ANT
ACTIVATE	 ACTIVATESUBSYSTEMS	 COMMAND ANDDATA LINK
TRANSFER GYRO	 VERIFY HEALTHREF FROM	 OF INSTRUMENTSORBITER
7EXTEND	 MAINTE16SOLAR	 (REPLACEARRAYS	 MODULE)
ACTIVATE AND 	 RESUPPLI
 P/(REPLACIVERIFY HEALTH OF SUBSYSTEMS 	 PROPULSI
rD EPLO YMENT 	 ORIENT LIARS 	 INERTIA	 STAND-OFFTO RELEASE
	









	 ILLUMINATIONIREMOTE) 	 STABILITY	 CONFIGURATION
CF
ONFIGURE LIARS 	 ORBITER 	 DEACTIVATE
	
BERTHRETRIEVAL 	 FOR ORBITER 	 GRAPPLE 	 LIARS	 UARS TO
4
RENDEZVOUS 	 LIARS	 CARGO BAY
5 PROVIDE	 EXAMINEEXAMINE	 ILLUMINATION	 EXTERNAL(ATTACHED)	 CONFIGURATION


























FROM LIARS	 1 I CAORGO BAY	 H STORAGE ROMrS	 LI S MS DULE TO
RELEASE PM I STOW PM I REMOVE PM II ATTACH PM 11
FROM LIARS IN CARGO BAY FROM STORAGE TO LIARS
ATTACH DEWAR CONTROLFLOW H UNCOUPLEREMOVE DEWAR TO INSTRUMENT OF CRYOGENICS DEWARFROM STORAGE TANK(S)
REMOVE STOW TANK	 REMOVE NEW	 INSTALLSTOW	 TANK FROM	 NEW TANK
DEWAR	 INSTRUMENT	 IN CARGO BAY	 STORAGETANKIS)
BERTH	
10	 STOW OLD	 REMOVE NEW	 INSTALL
UARS TO	 RECONFIGURE	 REMOVE OLD	 INSTRUMENT IN	 TANK FROM	 NEW TANK
CARGO BAY	 INSTRUMENTS	 INSTRUMENT	 CARGO BAY	 STOWAGE
PROVIDECONFIGURE	 STOW	 DEACTIVATE	 PROTECTIONDEPLOYMENT	 INSTRUMENTS	 EXTERNAL	 APPLICABLE(NON-0P)	 FOR ORBITAL	 FROM SPACEAPPENDAGES	 SUBSYSTEMS	 ENVIRONMENTSTORAGE
INSTALL	 ORIENT LIARS	 RELEASE
PASSIVE	 TO RELEASE	 LIARS
STABILIZATION	 ATTITUDE
CONFIGURE	 STOW LIARSEARTH	 UARS FOR	 IN CARGORETURN	 STOWAGE	 BAY
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3.5 DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE EQUIPMENT
3.5.1 UARS Crew Service Equipment/Usage
Aft flight deck controls and displays are required to perform the following:
• Reposition service equipment in the cargo bay during checkout, deployment,
retrieval and servicing
• Initiate activation/deactivation of UARS power busses and subsystems*
• Deployment/folding of UARS appendages (solar arrays, TDRS antenna, and
microwave scanning antennas) *
• Initiate transfer of Orbiter alignment reference to UARS gyros
• Initiate activation/deactivation of UARS command and data link*
• Initiate activation/deactivation and test of instruments*
• Initiate UARS release signal
• Determination of operational status after UARS deployment*
• TV display for MTV free flyer remote camera
• Controls for MTV remote free flyer
• Controls and displays requirements are dependent on resolution of:
- UARS release approach, RMS or flight support equipment
- UARS operational verification, Orbiter or POCC
- Use of remote free Dyer (MTV) to perform inspection.
Control/display functions noted with an asterisk, (*), could be satellite-user con-
trolled from the ground via appropriate communication links provided for those pur-
poses, either through the Orbiter or through the satellite's communication system.
EMU usage is required during EVA for the following functions:
• Replacement of UARS subsystems and instruments
• Stowage of UARS subsystems and instruments
• Transport of subsystems and instruments










LIARS INTEGRATION REQUIREMENTS ISSUES/RATIONALE
Structural interface attachment to Orbiter
support fixture
Grapple fixture located accessible to
grapple and mounted on firm satellite
structure
Electrical power, control and data c:on--
nection to support fixture
Internal provisions to allow external
control end status monitoring of appen-
dages s , ibsystems and instruments
Provisions for safing propulsion and
RCS systew.	 This includes expending
residue fuct and pressurant during
revisits
ProAsicns for (contingency) external If appendage design is not compatible
me. ns o c folding appendages with auto retraction, external
release for folding is required.
Accept signals to permit transfer of
Orbiter alit iment reference to UARS
gyros
Inhibit RCS operation during deployment
and Orbiter separation.	 Provide other
means of ;attitude hold
Provisions for orbital storage
accept environmental protection
- covers/shrouds as applicable
- attachment for passive stabilization
Attachments for subsysi4m, propulsion




3.5.3 OARS Service Equipment Requirements
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS ISSUES/RATIONALE/REMARKS
Provide structural attachment of UARS to Reference documentation describes de-
the Orbiter cargo bay.	 This support ployment of appendage while attached
fixture shall provide latches that allow to the RMS and maneuvered clear of
release and berthing of the LIARS.	 It the cargo bay.	 Requirements for
shall permit deployment of appendages module exch.--age are not satisfied,
and replacement of instruments, sub- therefore, a holding fixture is
systems, modules and propulsion. Equip- specified.
ment replacement may require the capa-
bility to rotate the LIARS about its
longitudinal axis
Provide electrical power, command and
data signal interface as required to the
UARS via the Orbiter support fixture
Provide means of command & data transfer
from the AFD to the Orbiter support
fixture
Provide covers, as necessary, to protect
the LIARS from the space environment
during orbital storage
Provide passive stabilization equipment
to be attached to the LIARS for orbital
storage
Provide remotely controlled camera or
EN4A maneuver aids
Provide tools, if required, to permit manual
deployment or stowage of appendages
Provide an RMS snare to grapple the
LIARS
Provide means of holding & transporting
subsystem, propulsion and instrument
modules from the UARS to stowage
location
Make provisions for stowing the new &
used modules in the cargo bay
Make provisions for stowing special tools
required for servicing UARS
Provide for stowage of (instrument) cryo-
genic dewar & transport to UARS Depending on selection of approach to
replenish instrument cryogenics, one re-
Provide for stowage of replacement cryo- quirement can be deleted.
genic tanks & transport to UARS







4.0 REFERENCE SATELLITE: ADVANCED X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY (AXAF)
4.1 SPACECRAFT DESCRIPTION i MISSION SEQUENCE




VEHICLES: Shuttle plus one
ORIS kit
OPERATIONAL LOCATION: 460 km
orbit, inclination 28.51






The Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF) will serve as an x-ray
astrophysics facility to complement visual and radio observations made from the ground
and from space observatories such as the Space Telescope. The basic objectives are
to determine the positions of x-rav sources, their ph y sical properties (ie: composition
and structure) and the processes involved in x-ray photon production.
MISSION DESCRIPTION:
AXAF is a free-flying, Shuttle-launched spacecraft designed to view celestial
x--ray sources. The facility has a 1.2 meter diameter Wolter type I mirror assembly
which has a 0.5 arc sec resolution goal. Instrumei.1 s using this mirror assembly are
mounted in a rotating carousel at the focal plane. AXAF is being designed for on-orbit
repair and instrument changeouts. Recovery for ground refurbishment and avionics
redundance are planned to achieve a 10 to 15 year lifetime.
INSTRUMENTS:
High and low resolution x-ray imagers; high, medium, and low resolution dis-
persive spectrometers; x-ray polarimeter.
A35
SERVICE NEEDS:
DEPLOYMENT EXAMINATION I RETRIEVAL I	 SUPPORT EARTH
RETURNC/O REPAIR I MAINTENANCE I RESUPPLY IRECONFIGURATION
PLANNED POTENTIAL I PLANNED POTENTIAL, POTENTIAL POTENTIAL POTENTIAL PLANNED
R!1-0101-005A(T)
REFERENCES:
• Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility, MSFC, May 1978










































































































































































1 7	 CONFIGURE	 PROVIDE
DEPLOYMENT	 INSTRUMENT	 STOW	 DEACTIVATE	 PROTECTION
NON-OPERI
	 FOR ORBITAL	 EXTERNAL	 APPLICABLE	 FROM SPACEL	 ESTORAGE	 APPENDAGES	 SUBSYSTEMS	 ENVIRONMENT
INSTALL	 ORIENT AXAF
PASSIVE	 TO RELEASE	 RELEASE
STABILIZATION	 ATTITUDE	 AXAF
CONFIGURE	 STOW AXAFEARTH	 AXAF FOR
	 IN CARGORETURN	 STOWAGE
	 BAY
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r4.5 DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE EQUIPMENT
4.5.1 AXAF Crew Service Requirements/Usage
Aft flight deck controls and displays are required to perform the following functions:
• Reposition service equipment in the cargo bay for checkout, deployment,
retrieval and servicing
	
f	 • Initiate activation /deactivation of AXAF power busses, subsystems and
instruments*
e Deploy/fold AXAF appendages, i.e., solar arrays, TDRS antenna
and aperture door (if not constrained by contamination requirements) *
• Control rotation of axial instruments carousel*
• Control and monitor parasitic heat load*
a
	
1	 • Initiate transfer of orbiter alignment reference to AXAF
• Initiate activation/deactivation of AXAF command and data link*
• Initiate verification tests of instruments and subsystems*
• Initiate AXAF release signal
• Determine operational status after AXAF deployment*
e Initiate RCS attitude control at safe separation distance (200 feet)*
• Initiate deployment, activation, deactivation and retraction of non-
contaminating ACG system
• Initiate Orbiter support fixture for AXAF retrieval
• Activate supplementary cargo bay illumination
• Control maneuvering of MTV remote free flyer
e TV display for MTV free flyer remote camera.
Control and display requirements are dependant on resolution of:
• AXAF release approach; RMS or flight support fixture
• AXAF operational verification; orbiter or POCC
• Use of remote free flyer for inspection







Control/display functions noted with an asterisk. M could be satellite-user con-
trolled from the ground via appropriate communication links provided for those pur-
poses. either through the Orbiter or through the satellite's communication system.
EMU usage is required during EVA for the following functions:
• Replacement of AXAF subsystems and instruments
• Stowage of AXAF subsystems and instruments
• Transportation of AXAF subsystems and instruments




0	 4.5.2 AXAF Integration Requirements for Servicing
AXAF INTEGRATION REQUIREMENTS ISSUES/RATIONALE/REMARKS
Structural and electrical attachment to
Orbiter support fixture
Electrical power, control and data
connection to support fixture interface
Internal provisions to allow external
control and status monitoring of
appendages, subsystems and
instruments
Provisions for (contingency) external If appendage design is not compatible
means of folding appendages with auto retraction, external
release for deployment/ folding is
required.
Accept test signals and provide data
to permit analysis of instrument
operation
Accept external input for carousel
rotatlol2
Accept Orbiter alignment reference
Grapple fixture located accessible to
RNIS grapple and mounted on firm
satellite structure
Provide means of non-RCS attitude hold
during Orbiter separation.
	 Accept and
process RCS operational activation
signal
Accept and process RF operational
verification commands and provide
operational data
Provisions for safing RCS /propulsion as
applicable (expend residue fuel and
pressurant) during revisits




4.5.2 AXAF Integration Requirements for Servicing (Conf'd)
AXAF INTEGRATION REQUIREMENTS
Attachments for subsystem and instru--
meat modules that permit removal and
reinstallation
Provisions for attaching orbital storage
equipment
accept environmental covers /shrouds




4.5.3 AXAF Service Equipment Requirements




Provide structural attachment of the
AXAF to the Orbiter cargo bay. This
support fixture shall provide latches
that allow release and berthing of the
AXAF. It shall pe,°mit deployment of
appendages and replacement of instru-
ments and subsystem modules. Equip-
ment replacement may require the capa-
bility to rotate the AXAF about its
longitudinal axis and tilt to be within
crew /RMS reach
Provide electrical power, command and
data signal interface as required to the
AXAF via the Orbiter support fixture
Provide means of command and data
transfer from the AFD to the Orbiter
support fixture
Provide control panel./displays in the AFD
to allow crew control of the support
equipment and AXAF while attached to
the Orbiter
Provide cargo bay lighting to permit
servicing operations during dark side
passes. This requires illumination of
the AXAF external surfaces and inside
the AXAF instrument and subsystem
access areas
Provide a non-contamination attitude
control system for Orbiter use when
contamination sensitive instruments
are serviced
Provide covers /shields as necessary to
protect the AXAF from the space environ-
ment during orbital storage
Provide passive stabilization equipment to
be attached to the AXAF for Orbital
storage
Provide a remotely controlled TV camera
and/or EVA maneuvering aids for AXAF
examination while attached to the cargo
bay.
A53
4.5.3 AXAF Service Equipment Requirements (Cont'd)
SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS ISSUES/RATIONALE/REMARKS
Provide tools, if required, to permit manual
deployment or stowage of appendages
Provide an RMS snare to grapple the AXAF
Provide a remotely controlled TV camera
(MTV) , space maneuverable and/or EVA
maneuvering system for AXAF examina-
tion remotely from the Orbiter. 	 Also,
provide lighting for remote operations
Provide means of holding and trans-
porting subsystem and instrument mod-
ules from the AXAF to storage
Make provisions for stowing new and used
modules in the cargo bay
Make provisions for stowing special tools








T 5.0 REFERENCE SATELLI' T'E: Earth Gravity Field Survey Mission (GRAVSAT)
5.1 SPACECRAFT DESCRIPTION AND MISSION SEQUENCE
STATUS: Planned, 2 spacecraft
LAUNCH DATE: 1985
LIFETIME: 7 months
LAUNCH AND TRANSFER VEHICLES: Orbiter and integral prop
OPERATIONAL LOCATION: 160 km, 900 inclination
MASS AT OPERATIONAL LOCATION: 1600 kg
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A dedicated Earth Gravity Field Survey Mission (GRAVSAT) will senve the
gravity field fine structure and thus provide knowledge and understanding of (1)
the origin and structure of geological features on the Earth's surface, (2) the me-
chanical properties of the Earth's lithospheric plates and the forces which drive their
motion, and (3) the large-scale circulation of the oceans and major current systems
by the determination of an improved ocean geoid.
	 i
MISSION DESCRIPTION:
The mission plan is to release two free flying satellites from the Orbiter in a
300 km polar orbit. They will transfer to the same low altitude (approximately 160 km)
circular, for a 6-month period. The tracking of one satellite following another in this
low orbit about the Earth yields Doppler data which, after analysis, provides informa-
tion about the Earth's gravitational field.
INSTRUMENTS:
GRAVSAT is unusual in that the spacecraft is the instrument itself; as such,
there is no separate instrument module. The spacecraft reacts to normal orbital body
forces (gravity) and the surface forces associated with a low altitude spacecraft
(drag and solar pressure) . Within the spacecraft, at the center of its mass, is a
sensing system which includes a free-floating ball that reacts only to body forces.
The system senses motion between the bah and the rest of the spacecraft and provides
a signal to a propulsion system that accelerates the spacecraft in a manner so that the
	 -
spacecraft closely approximates a zero surface force orbit.
	 -
SERVICE NEEDS:
DFPLOYIIENT EXAMINATION RETRIEVAL SUPPORT EARTH
I	 RFTURNC/O REPAIR MAINTENANCE I RESUPPLY fRECONFIGURATION
PLANNED POTENTIAL POTENTIAL. POTENTIAL
I
I POTENTIAL I POTENTIAL
REFERENCES:
• Preliminary Execution Phase Project Plan for Gravity Satellite, GSFC,
November 1980


























3.2 GIIAVSAT P.'ISSION OPERATIONS I: UNCTIONAL ANALYSIS















300 160 km	 OPERATIONS
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5.5 DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE EQUIPMENT
5.5.1 GRAVSAT Crew Service Requirements/Usage
Aft flight deck controls and displays are required to perform the following:
• Cargo bay cradle latching/release
e
• Control cargo bay auxiliary lighting for berthing and examining GRAVSAT and
stowing cradle	 j
• TV display for MTV free flyer remote camera
• Controls for remote free flyer.
EMU interfaces are required for the following:
• Test equipment and tools required for repair activities.
5.5.2 GRAVSAT Integration Requirements for Servicing	 + s
GRAVSAT INTEGRATION REQUIREMENTS ISSUES/RATIONALE/REMARKS
Structural interface attachments to cradle
fixture
Interfaces to permit inspection /repair
Fill port to replenish propellant
Provisions for safing propulsion/RCS sys-
tem.	 This includes expending residual
fuel and pressurant during a revisit
Grapple fixture accessible to RMS grapple




5.5.3 GRAVSAT - Service Equipment Requirements
SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS ISSUES/RATIONALE/REMARKS
Provide structural attachment of GRAVSAT
cradle to the Orbiter cargo bay.	 This
cradle shall be provided with interfaces
to cargo bay latches to permit removal
and reinstallation during orbital opera-
tions.	 It shall also provide a grapple
fixture for RMS attachment.	 Attachment
and interfaces for 2 GRAVSAT satel-
lites shall be provided.	 Mechanisms
shall be provided for reinstallation of
the GRAVSATS
Provide cargo bay illumination for
cradle stowage, S/C berthing, examina-
tion and repair operations
Provide an RMS end effector to grapple
the GRAVSAT
Provide signal interfaces between sup-
port equipment and AFD
Provide a remotely controlled camera
(h1TV) or EVA maneuver aids for cargo
bay examination operations
Provide tools, as required, for servicing
operations
Provide a remotely controlled free flyer
(biTV) with a TV camera and lights for
remote examination
Provide stowage of propellant supply tank Propellant resupply is dependent on
in cargo bay Orbiter retrieval operations at low alti-
tude (160 km) or the GRAVSAT trans-
Provide transport for the supply tank ferring to a higher orbit acceptable to
from storage to the spacecraft 9rbiter operations.
Provide controls for transfer of pro-
pellant and attachment of supply to the
GRANISAT
A67
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6.0 1{E ERENCI^. SA'I ELIA CI •:: 0111 1 1TING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY MAO)
6.1 SPACECRAFT DESCRIPTION AND MISS10 1 " SE'QU}:NCE
STATUS: Uncooperative spacecraft




LAUNCH & TRANSFER VEHICLE:
AtUls Ccnt,iur
OPERATIONAL LOCATION: 800 km
35" inclinatiun







111SS10N DESCRIPTION: Not applicablc
INSTRUMENTS: Not applicable
SERVICE, NEEDS: Retrieval and earth return
P. E, FERENCES:
• Systems Design Manual 0A0 Spacecraft 4. (;:%C. October 1 97 1
-N68
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6. i DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE EQUIPMENT
6.5.1 Crew Service Requirements/Usage
Aft flight deck controls and displays are required to perform the following functions:
• Close proximity flight operations controls for VSS
• Controls f_,r cargo bay holding fixture if operation is not performed EVA
• Controls for cargo bay stowage equipment if operation is not performed
EVA
• Remote controls for grapple equipment
• Remote controls for berthing equipment
• Controls for cargo bay auxiliary lighting.
EMU interface: are required for the following functions:
• Positioning and operation of holding fixture /clamping mechanism
• Preparation and operation of OAO stowage
Foiciing/removal operations of appendages
• Securing /stowage of appendages
• Transport of equipment.
A75
6.5.2 Service Equipment Requirements
SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS ISSUES/RATIONALE/REMARKS
Provide Versatile Service Stage (VSS)
with a capability to retrieve the OAO
and transport it to Orbiter
Grapple fixture mounted on VSS and lo-
cated accessible to grappler
Electrical power control, and data
connection on VSS to interface with
support fixture
Internal provisions to allow VSS retrac-
tion of TDRS antenna and control of
subsystems
VSS accept signal to permit trans'„!
Orbiter state vector /alignment
VSS rendezvous capability with an
uncooperative satellite
Means of VSS grappling on unstable Sticky pads could attach to polished
OAO and holding it securely for trans- aluminum outer skin panels.
portation to Orbiter
Provision for safing VSS propulsion
(i.e. , venting)
VSS attached structure compatible with
cargo bay support structure
VSS acquiescent during deployment and
berthing operations
Provide support fixture to hold the VSS During retrieval, the OAO is attached
in the cargo bay during launch, on to the VSS; a means of holding the eom-
orbit and earth return bined VSS/OAO is therefore required.
The OAO could subsequently be re-
Provide mechanical latching mechanism, moved and stowed in another fixture.
guides, etc. , to permit release Prd
berthing of the VSS
Provide electrical interfaces on the





	6.5.2 Service Equipment Requirements (Cont'd)
I
	
SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS I	 ISSUES/RATIONALE/REMARKS
Provide a snare (RMS) to grapple the
VSS and remotely controlled berthing
equipment
Provide auxiliary cargo bay lighting as
required for ber`hing and stowing
operations
Provide means of dumping OAO pneu-
matic system nitrogen
Provide retention of the OAO during
Earth return and landing
If OAO structural attachment points
not available, may require containment
inside a "casket".
Provide stowage for appendages and
tools
Provide tools for releasing appendage
deployment mechanism or cutters as
required
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7.0 REFERENCE SATELLITE MISSIONS-SERVICE EQUIPMENT GROUPS
The following table identifies the service functions/equipment surfaced for the







• Replacement Module Stowage
• Tool Stowage
• End Effectors Stowage
















	SERVICE EQUIPMENT GROUPS (CONT'D)	
ti Q }C^	 ^O
RMS END EFFECTORS
• Equipmorit Transport





CONTROL AND DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT
• Aft Flight Deck
• Payload Bay
EVA SUPPORT
• Work Site Restraints
• Traverse Aids
• • • • •
FLUID/GASES REPLACEMENT/TRANSFER
• Solid Cryogenic Methane and Ammonia	 •
Solid Cryogenic Neon, Nitrogen and Liquid Helium
	 •
Solid Cryogenic Neon /Ammonia
	 •
Solid Cryogenic Hydrogen 	 •
Solid Cryogenic Ammonia/Carbon Dioxide
	 •
• Fluids Xenon, Propane, Carbon Dioxide and Argon	 •
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